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Our Story
MG Custom Printing started out of a necessity. Our first pop
up event was on April 2014 in Upland, California. We
started with one table, table cloth, table runner and less than
ten items on our table. Each week, we kept adding inventory
and displays. Our first sign was made out of a poster board
and our business cards were made at home using our home
printer and stock paper.
In 2014, MG Custom Printing was a registered business in
Riverside County and incorporated in 2019. During the pandemic, 2021, we made a hard but smart decision to move to a
bigger location because we were outgrowing our space.

MG CUSTOM PRINTING
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Company Mission
We contribute to the growth of entrepreneurs and creators by
providing digital printing on merchandise with attention to
detail and low minimums.

Our Core Values







Authentic: We are transparent with our clients and
employees.
Creative: Find creative and innovative ways to bring
creations to life.
Teamwork: Collaboration to be more efficient and
productive
Commitment: We are committed to be provide a
friendly, ethical, safe environment.
Community: We value and support our community.
Passion: We are passionate about contributing to the
growth of entrepreneurs.

Each item listed in this catalog is individually printed in
house by us in Southern California.

Thank you for your support!
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11 oz Ceramic Mug– white

High gloss + Premium white finish
Dishwasher and microwave safe

11 oz color accent ceramic mug

High gloss + Premium white finish
Dishwasher and microwave safe

Colors: Red, Pink, Orange, Light blue, black,
lime green, dark green, Maroon, Dark blue,
Yellow
15 oz Ceramic Mug– white

High gloss + Premium white finish
Dishwasher and Microwave safe

15 oz color accent mug

High gloss + Premium white finish
Dishwasher and microwave safe
Colors: Red, Pink, Orange, Light blue, black,
lime green, dark green, Maroon, Dark blue,
Yellow
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Enamel Camp Mug– 12 oz

Hand wash; Lead and Cadmium Free;
Conforms to Food Grade Requirements
of FDA, LFGB, EEC. Comes with a white
box
This mug is not recommended to be used
for heating, cooking or microwaves.
Weight: 0.38 lbs
Frosted Beer Stein– 16oz

The frosted exterior finish makes them
look as though they've just come out of
the freezer! The inside of the mug is clear
and featured a d-shaped handle with a
thumb rest.
Dishwasher safe

Frosted Mug– 11 oz

The frosted glass finish helps bring out
the most subtle color and detail which
can be a challenge with transparent
materials like glass. The durable glass
composition will withstand hot or cold
Drinks.
Dishwasher safe
Broken Heart Keychain set

Two Part Heart Shape Key Tags 2-sided
Semi-Gloss White Sublimation Aluminum,
2.73" x 3.18" x .045", with two Split Metal
Key Rings and Plastic Snaps.
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Coaster– 4” Square

Hardboard, 4" x 4" x .125".

7.75" x 9.25" Mousepad - 1/4" thick

These mousepads have white
imprintable polyester tops with durable
black rubber backing to ensure years of
use.

Cutting Board- 8.5" x 11"

The tempered glass boards can be
personalized with full-color images,
designs, and logos, while producing
vibrant image reproductions.
important note: Glass cutting boards can damage knives
because of the hardiness of the material; therefore,
excessive chopping is not recommended as the force can
cause chipping and contamination of food. Glass can
become slippery when washed.

Buttons: Round 1 1/4
Inch (31 mm) and 2 1/2
complete button component sets include: Plastic Covers
(Mylar), Shells, and Backs with Pins inserted
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Scuba Foam Coin Purse - 3" x 5" w/
Zipper

Rectangle, 5" x 3" x 1/8"n White
Polyester on Scuba Foam™. Scuba
Foam with Zipper, 2-sided.

Square Compact Mirror

Square Mirror Compact with Insert,
overall compact size is 2.5" x 2.5" x .3",
Silvertone metal, includes silver white
insert (2.3" x 2.3"). There are actually two
mirrors inside these great compacts.

Oval Compact Mirror

These 2.25" x 2.25" compact mirrors also
come with included premium metal
inserts for vivid and detailed prints of
your unique designs.

Oval Compact Mirror

Silvertone Oval Mirror Compact with
Sublimation Blank Insert, Overall size is
2.5" x 3" x .4", Silvertone metal insert
(2.4" x 1.8")
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Order Form
Company Name:

___________________________

Phone:

___________________________

Email:

___________________________

Address:

___________________________

Delivery Method:

___________________________
___________________________

Item
( 11 oz mug…)

Graphic
name

Color Accent
(for mugs)

Quantity

Use this form to place a wholesale order or something with a similar
format that specifies ( Item, color, graphic name and quantity)

MG CUSTOM PRINTING

2001 Third Street
Unit B
Riverside, CA 92507

